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Robin Rome and Susan Allen (at wheel)
delivering crab treats to this year’s
Life Members, who could not be honored
at the club due to its closure. The annual
crab lunch celebrating Life Members
was cancelled. (photo Susanne Friedrich)
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International Ocean Film Festival
April 15 - May 2

on’t miss the 18th Annual International Ocean Film Festival. We’re celebrating
virtually, with 18 days of ocean-focused, independent films. This year, we’re
screening a record 73 films from 16 countries, including 10 premieres and 14
award-winners. And yes, we’ll be hosting our lively Q&A panels with filmmakers, marine
Published By
scientists, and industry experts, as they discuss the films and share insights into ocean
The Dolphin Swimming
conservation, preservation, and legislation. So join us for the largest ocean film festival
& Boating Club
on Earth, here to inspire ocean activism through film. For more information and to buy
502 Jefferson Street
tickets, please visit: http://intloceanfilmfest.org/ioff2021
San Francisco, CA 94109
Of particular interest to ‘Phins:
www.dolphinclub.org
Descent. A young Dutch swimmer discovers she can find calmness and peace in the
coldest water. She searches out new places, even feeling at home under the ice exploring
Cover: Robin Rome and Susan
Allen; Photo by Susanne Friedrich
the seabed. But there is a downside.
Printer: PrePress Assembly
Determination. If you are in San Francisco with plans to be the first woman to
row across the north Pacific, where is the best place to practice? Lia Ditton chooses a
Editorial Policy
circumnavigation of the Farallon Islands, 25 miles off the coast, and why not try to
Submission of any and all material to
the Log editors from any and all authors complete the journey in record time?
constitutes an agreement between the
Lost at Sea. His dad was never home, always rowing across one ocean or another, until
authors and the editors. This agreement the time he never came back. Now grown up, our narrator tries to find what motivated
gives to the editors the right to alter the his father so profoundly that he abandoned his family.
Club Archivist
Morgan Kulla

submitted material in any way that the
editors feel will improve the material
for Log readers. Decisions to alter or
publish submitted material will be the
decision solely of the editors.

Important Club Notice: THANK YOU from the Dolphin Youth Swim Fund for
honoring the memory of Gail Grynbaum and continuing to
The authorities at Fort
support swimming for SF kids
Mason have made a
complaint as to members Sandy Bardas
Chris Germain
Emily Nogue
Officers
going in swimming
Joni Beemsterboer
David Green
Mimi Osborne
President: Ward Bushee
without uppers on. You
Katherine Bennett
Claudette Heisler
Gary Ino
Vice Preident Ken Coren
Karen Heisler
Neal and Daragh Powers
Membership Director Karen Heisler are hereby cautioned that Roy Bergmann
the club rules do not
Pete Bianucci & Meg
Paul Irving
Holly Reed
Treasurer: Nanda Palmieri
permit this practice at
Reilly
Aniko Kurczinak
Marie Sayles
Recording Secretary: Diane Walton any hour of the day, and
Alan Budenz
Briana McCarthy
Monica Towers
House Captain: Lee Hammack
any further complaints
Richard Cooper
Flicka McGurrin
Ryan Utsumi
will be followed by
Boat Captain: James Dilworth
Gabriella and Charlie
Debra Rose
Diane Walton
drastic action, as we
Cross
Sarah McCuskey
Michael Webb
Board of Governors
do not wish to offend
Anthony DuComb
Mark and Sunny McKee
Leah Wolchok
Jean Allen, Stu Gannes, John
our good friend MajorKathleen Duffy
Jane Mermelstein
Janice Wood
Hornor, Catherine Breed, Aniko
General Murray and his
Karen Edwards
Ken Miller
Schwab, Vanguard
Kurczinak, Randy Edwards,
family. October 12, 1917 Joe Ferrero
Pete Neubauer
Charitable Funds and
Danny DeLeon, Andrew Cassidy
Rich Cooper Jenee Gavette
Gary Noe
Anonymous too
Club Manager: John Ingle

Swimming
Swim Commissioners:Tom Neil, Tim Kreutzen,
Kathleen Sheridan
Check-in: Eric Shupert
Clean-up: Neal Powers
Clothes Wrangling: Rebecca Wolski
Galley Captain: Nanda Palmieri
Intro to Bay Swimming: Lolly Lewis, Rose
Levien
Swim Trinkets: Margaret Keenan
Timing: Polly Rose
Rowing
Rowing Commissioner: Quincy Darbyshire
Lake Merced Captain: Jim Storm
Power Boat Commissioner: Larry Heine
Kayak Training: Terry Horn, Brian Kiernan
Pilot Training: Jon Bielinski
Shell Training: OPEN
Wooden Training: Eric Lam
Grizzly Challenge: Fiona Smythe
Motorized Skills and Safety Training: Larry
Heine, Holland Ja, Mark Gustin
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Other Athletics
DC/SERC TRI Captain: Open
EFAT: Gina Rus
Handball Captain: Paul Brady
Running Commissioner: Anna Olsen
Weight Room Captain: Robert Selsted
Lockers
Women’s Captain: Jane Mermelstein
Men’s Captain: David Zovickian
Club House
Gardens: Susanne Fredrick, Andy Stone
Deck Landscape: Steve Krolik
Green Team: OPEN
Pier & Deck Hands: Stephen Crawford
Social
Entertainment Commish: Robin Rome
Book Club: Kate Matthay, Anne Sasaki
Club Mixer: Todd Bloch, Nanda Palmieri
DC Forum: Joe Illick
Event Requests: Janice Wood
Ukulele Club: Carolyn Hui

Communications
Comm Committee: Andrea Morgan
Facebook: James Dilworth
Group.io: James Dilworth
Instagram: Graham Tibbets
Twitter: Nancy Friedman
Website Manager: Alana Harrington
Lost & Found
Club & Women’s Locker Room: Piper
Murakami
Men’s Locker Room: Hal Offen
Other
Dolphin Foundation: Chris Wagner
DC Youth Swim Fund: Diane Walton
Fundraising Committee: OPEN
Government: Ken Coren, Meg Reilly
Renovation Committee: Jay Adams, Peter van
der Sterre
Save Aquatic Park Pier: Diane Walton
Swag: Andrea Morgan
Volunteer Coordinator: Natazha Bernie

Progress on Muni Pier!
And really, what DO we want for Aquatic Park?

A

s I write, progress unfolds!
Projects are now being
considered for funding
from the horizon-opening $10
billion, five-year Great American
Outdoors Act. I am sure that
Muni Pier is making its way to
the top of the proposal pile. By
the time you read this, we may
even know when the work will
begin, and it will be more than
we ever envisioned at the outset!
My bet is the Hyde Street Pier
rebuild starts in 2022, with Muni
Pier following close behind, with
any actions agreed upon from
the Aquatic Park and Pier Vision
Study for the three parks nestling
in there (see map). Jean Allan,
Cathie Barner, Ward Bushee, and
Nancy Hornor bring Dolphin
Proposed new changes for Aquatic Park and adjacent piers proposed by the Vision Study.
Club thoughts to the table, and
we want you to be a part.
Many thanks to our partners,
being thoughtful of transportation
tribal heritage and create a reach into
especially to Supervisors Peskin and
considerations,
individual
vs
public
the future. These are tenuous design
Stefani for their relentless support.
transit,
parking,
and
cable
cars,
please!
balances to be sure, but we can do it!
Thanks also to the 150+ Dolphin and
The
need
to
mitigate
waste
was
a
We want to rebuild Muni Pier. We
SERC members who participated in
recurring
theme,
as
was
having
more
don’t want Aquatic Park to be loved to
the February Vision Study discussions
learning
experiences.
We
said,
“Live
death, to be over commercialized and/
around our hopes for all things
up
to
the
WPA
work:
what
it
is,
how
it
or under maintained.
non-pier in Aquatic Park and the
got
done,
and
who
did
it
“
and,
“Keep
Community engagement efforts for
neighboring parks. The Project Team
the
Farnsworth
Gap!”
the Vision Study are reaching out to
led with provocative thoughts for
We
want
to
be
proud
of
our
park,
our
the broader community for ideas, too,
our consideration, as the illustration
home
away
from
home.
We
want
including underrepresented groups,
shows, such as addressing sea level rise
to
build
on
the
COVID19-induced
nearby stakeholders and neighbors.
to preserve the Aquatic Park beach
culture
of
the
bleachers
and
beach,
Share your thoughts and find about
and waterfront; accessible routes to
foster
a
diverse
constituency
for
more
opportunities to participate
Fort Mason Center and Upper Fort
Aquatic
Park,
and,
of
course,
keep
and
help
shape the vision at
Mason; improving the Van Ness entry
swimming
and
rowing
in
the
Bay.
We
aquaticparkpier.org
with a more park-like character, more
want to honor our San Francisco and
Diane Walton
space for bikes and pedestrians, while
rearranging parking, and narrowing
the road; improving the Hyde/
Jefferson Street entry, better sorting
of cars and cyclists/pedestrians, and
photopark
Susanne
Friedrich
better
identity
at entry points,
and directional/wayfinding help.
Things that Club members said in
those discussions that we want to see
happen, large and small, included
opening the public bathrooms,
creating a real-time lab for water
quality information, focusing on ocean
health, separatingthe bike path from
pedestrian walkway, providing better
visual information, connecting visitors
to our past and present, installing a
good thermometer at the flag, banning
smoking, restoring subtidal habitat,
providing for public safety , and
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It was a Beautiful Sunday Morning

Debra Rose

Author Debby Rose points to the place of her debacle.
photo Marcus McRitchie
few years ago, there were
a few people standing on the Muni annual 200-yard swim. Of course,
some exceptional high tides. Pier. I yelled “Help, Help!” but
that wasn’t quite the same. The
I was swimming alone
the next thing I knew, I was swept
swim was voluntary, except that
photo
Marcus Sunday
McRitchie
one beautiful
morning
completely out of the cove! I didn’t you had to pay to enter, and there
with clear skies and a low tide.
want to end up in the middle of
was always help at hand. A number
Because the cove was so calm, I
the bay, so I turned right, and
of entrants needed assistance to
decided to swim to the opening
struggled to stay close to the sea
exit, the shoreline festooned with
where I used to swim regularly
wall. I remembered swimming
the shivering. I had assumed
when there were starfish along the
in the opposite direction many
(incorrectly I discovered only
seawall. Although I always wear a
times during Pier 39 and/or Pier
after the swim) that I would be
watch when swimming, I didn’t
41 swims often trying to keep
able to warm up enough by their
notice how quickly I arrived at
up with or possibly pass Will
fireplace with a warm drink. But
the jacuzzi. Only when I realized
Powning, the only Dolphin slower
I was not able to do that, and left
that it was too hard to even swim
than I, while staying close to the
probably having waited too long.
around the opening buoy did I feel sea wall. Not wanting to take my
It then took me three hours to get
any concern. But I thought I could chances of being able to swim back warm sitting by the fireplace in my
make it back in angling across to
inside along the sea wall if I was
timeshare bundled up in blankets
the flag.… but that didn’t happen.
swept that far, I remembered the
and my winter coat!. The second
Instead, I was pushed further east.
buttresses, “legs” that stick out. I
swim in very cold water happened
I am a slow but steady if not strong decided to body slam onto one to
after landing in the UK one
swimmer and still thought I could
at least give me time to think, play Sunday, in the Serpentine in Hyde
get a tide ride in if I swam over to
at being a starfish, and risk scrapes
Park. I had heard of fun swims and
the sea wall. I tried to grab hold
from the barnacles as I held on for
the warm welcomes experienced
of the crevices along the wall so
dear life.
there by several Dolphins so
I could pause and think about
This wasn’t the first time I
introduced myself to several
what to do next, but was unable to have panicked while swimming.
Serpentine Club members at their
latch on. That’s when I started to
The first time was in February a
small clubhouse nextPhoto:
to the Emily
pond. Roth
panic.
I
turned
over
on
my
back
few
years
ago.
I
had
just
plunged
They
were
most
helpful
and
even
Photo by Susanne Friedrich
to catch
my Chambers
breath which
was
into Lake Tahoe’s 39 degree water
gave me one of their caps, and after
Photo
Jocelyn
(Mum)
becoming way too rapid, and saw
as a contestant in the GarWoods
only a 10-15 minute swim, offered

A
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blankets. Rescued just in time! Natazha was most
helpful, breathing with me for several minutes
until I came back to myself. They rowed me to
a Coast Guard boat in the cove which brought
me to shore where an ambulance was waiting. By
then, I felt fine apart from the bleeding scratches
on my arms and legs. I signed a waiver, requested
only that the paramedics give me a few pads and
peroxide, cleaned up the barnacle scratches, and
walked into the clubhouse, grateful for the snacks
and warm water in the locker room and the hot
sauna.
I hope my stories offer food for thought and
invite comments about being safe while open water
swimming. If you see me walking with Tally, my
Silken Windhound, before I swim either off the
back deck or the beach, please say hi especially
in these Covid-19 times when reaching out with
a kind word or even a nod can make a difference
as we continue to socially distance. I am truly
grateful that I have been part of the Dolphin
community for more than 26 years.

Debby Rose with Tally in San Rafael.
me warm tea in their clubhouse (along with bangers and
mash which I declined). I remember afterwards walking
very briskly through the streets of London, and was
happy that I did not experience the severe chills like I
did after my Tahoe swim. I was just very thrilled to be in
London walking in and out of shops and museums.
But it wasn’t shops or museums that awaited me this
time. If I was swept past the sea wall, the next stop—
impossibly far away across a raging, freezing sea was
Pier 39 where I was unlikely to be browsing for trinkets.
Looking back now, I realize I should have been petrified.
Maybe I was just too numb. Maybe hypothermia had
already begun. Here I was in the situation that all
open water swimmers fear and I was still studying my
shrinking options. What I needed was a miracle.
With my scratched arms weakening, I was about
to let go of the barnacles holding me in place, when I
noticed a mirage, what looked like a large rowboat was
emerging from the mist. On board were Natazha Raine
O’Connor, Scott Stark (both Dolphins) and others from
the Embarcadero Rowing Club. They usually rowed
from downtown near the Embarcadero, but on this
day—I never learned why--they had started from Hyde
Street Pier. The people on the Van Ness Pier told them
about the woman in the water pleading for help. They
approached and threw me a life ring. At first, I didn’t
want to let go of the lifesaving buttress, but quickly
realized I needed to do exactly that, jumped towards the
ring, and caught hold of it on their third throw. Strong
arms pulled me into the boat, and covered me with

The author in a more sheltered space
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Relearning to Swim

- After 2500 Dives
Steve Peletz

S

wimming at Aquatic
Park on cold winter
nights, I asked myself,
“Is this for me?” The lights
from Ghirardelli Square
sparkled, reflecting off the
swell rolling across the cove.
It was beautiful but felt cold,
foreign, and a little spooky as
we walked down the Dolphin
Club steps, across the deck,
and into the darkened water
wearing no more than bathing
suits, caps, and goggles.
Photo Matt Donoghue
I stumbled across the
Dolphin Club when dive
buddies and Dolphin Club
members Linda Mahnken and
Bianca Liederer invited me
to swim with them in 2018.
Swimming on the surface
without my dive gear, nearly
naked, I felt vulnerable and
exposed. These swims were
sobering and a reminder
that I’ve never been a strong
Peletz with Dolphins Bianca Liederer (foreground) and Linda Mahnken at China Beach.
swimmer. My only swim
lessons occurred when I was
Challenge. It’s humbling to watch faster swimmers
four. My stroke qualified as “good enough” to prevent
blow by me on the water, but despite feeling slow and
drowning.
vulnerable on the surface, I feel very much alive when I
At age five, I embraced the ocean, bodysurfing for
swim. I am getting faster now as I approach 40 miles this
hours each day until my parents coaxed me out of the
winter.
sea in La Jolla. In my twenties, I bought flea market
Once the Dolphin Club shut down the sauna after
surfboards. I learned to surf just well enough to avoid
Covid-19 arrived, Linda, Bianca, and I tried China
rocks at Fort Point, brave the waves at Ocean Beach, and Beach. As a newbie swimmer, the 52-degree water and
windsurf well enough to dodge tankers and sailboats as I
strong currents can sometimes feel scarier than things
crossed from Crissy Field to Sausalito.
I’ve done in far wilder places. I’ve been whisked around
My love for exploring the ocean turned to obsession
rock formations out of sight from dive boats by ripping
after I took a scientific research (scuba diving) class at
currents in the Galapagos. And I’ve logged thousands of
Cal and returned to teach. In nighttime pool sessions and dives in remote areas with large wild creatures like sharks,
on California’s rugged North Coast, we learned rescue,
mantas, humpbacks, and sperm whales (the largest
safety, and research techniques. Since, I’ve logged over
toothed predators on earth). With Covid-19 here, I limit
2500 dives, often in choppy seas, huge swells, and remote my ocean time to near-daily swims at China Beach and
locations.
shore dives in Monterey.
Diving in Monterey, I feel comfortable with a thick
Sometimes I feel like a water version of Icarus. Swim
(9 mm) wetsuit and 60 lbs. of equipment. The gear
too long and hypothermia could get you, too close to
allows me to leave the wind, chop, and swell behind, as I
shore and the surf might throw you onto the rocks, too
descend through foggy blue-green water to explore kelp
far out and the currents could sweep you away. But there’s
forests and rock formations below. There we find multithe sweet spot, the zone beyond the surf where I get into
colored invertebrates, vast constellations of fish, and the
a rhythm and swim.
occasional eel, seal, or sea lion.
I’ve had my humbling moments. One morning,
Not a biologist, I volunteer to survey local reefs in
with air temperatures of 38 degrees, I followed veteran
Monterey and tag sharks in Costa Rica. I travel to
swimmers to Deadman’s Point, roughly half a mile from
photograph and film sea lions, octopuses, whales, squid,
China Beach, only to learn that a current had helped us
dolphins, manta rays, and sharks; and write about
get there quickly.
biological research and marine conservation. I’m not great
Our speedy arrival foreshadowed harder swimming
at any of these, but I enjoy the novelty, challenge, and
against the current to return. It seemed like I was
purpose they provide.
swimming in place. My arms felt heavy, my feet cold with
In December I opted into my first Polar Bear
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The author captures a hammerhead shark.

Steve Peletz is a well-traveled underwater photographer

pain. I contemplated ditching the swim and crawling out
on the rocks. For painstaking minutes, I surveyed the
unfamiliar rocky coast at Land’s End, this being my first
trip to “Deads.” Alternating strokes though, I made it
back to China Beach 45 minutes after starting. Shaking
wildly, I wrestled my way into a dry bundle of clothes.
It’s ironic that I swim outside the Golden Gate at all,
since I learned to minimize time splashing around on the
surface on trips to remote places teeming with sharks.
At Costa Rica’s Cocos Island, for example, my research
group was the first one in the water days after a tiger
shark fatally bit a diver on the surface. Prior to that, we
lingered in the water, floating near the boat post dive.
Since then, we crawl into the boat more quickly.
Familiarity with sharks worked against me recently
when I noticed something lurch out of the water next
to Bianca near Eagle’s Point. Closer to the creature,
Bianca, who is generally very composed, scanned the
water around her, then yelled and bolted towards shore.
Fighting an impulse to flee too, I told myself, “no way
we outswim a shark.” I looked for the visitor, preparing
for an encounter. (I’ve learned to fend off curious tiger
and lemon sharks underwater, though I doubt this would
work on a great white). A gray dorsal fin broke the surface
just behind Bianca. I squinted through my scratched
goggles, breathing a sigh of relief after confirming it was a
dolphin. Another three dolphins circled, us then headed
west.
It’s odd being a beginner at something so basic, so
close to my obsession exploring the underwater world, but
each week I gain a little speed, strength, and confidence.
I’m thankful for these Covid silver-linings, thankful
that real dolphins and seasoned swimmers welcome
newcomers like me. I know why I love swimming
now. It’s a challenge, a distraction, and a chance to get
stronger. The Pacific is wild and powerful, but it feels like
home.
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John Wieland, co-founder of the Dolphin Club in 1877
Rich Cooper

J

ohn Wieland was a co-founder
and considered to be the major
force in establishing the Dolphin
Swimming & Boating Club of
San Francisco in 1877. Two of his
sons were among the twenty-five
Charter Members of the club. He
was born on October 6, 1829 in
Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany. He
immigrated to America in 1849, found
his way to California, and had success
in the gold fields. He then settled in
San Francisco and became a partner
in a bakery. Wieland married in
1853, becoming the father of eleven
children.
In 1855 John Wieland entered the
brewing business and by 1867 was
sole proprietor of the Philadelphia
Brewery. It would become the largest
brewery west of the Mississippi, and
Wieland became one of the most
prosperous and influential citizens of
San Francisco, but died tragically in a
house fire in 1885 at the age of fiftyfive. His family then commissioned
the building of an impressive boat and
presented it to the Dolphin Club as a
gift and an enduring tribute to John
Wieland.
The forty-foot, six-oared pleasure
barge, John Wieland, 1887, was crafted
by Al Rogers. Born in Ohio in 1856,
Alfred F. Rogers ventured west to
San Francisco by 1875. He worked
as a boat builder, learning the craft
in several shops, plus he also rowed
competitively for the Pioneer Club
and later for the Ariel Rowing Club.
Ultimately, he separated himself from
other builders by specializing in the
finest and fastest racing craft on the
Pacific Coast and Hawaii.
Al Rogers built the John Wieland in
his shop in San Francisco on the west
side of Kentucky Street just south of

Fourth Street. Within ten years,
city development forced Rogers to
relocate his shop across the bay to
Alameda Point, where he also lived.
Rogers continued to build all types
of wooden racing boats for clubs
up and down the Pacific Coast. In
1915 he delivered the South End,
a forty-foot barge along the lines
of the John Wieland. Ever since,
for more than a century, these two
“pleasure” boats have battled in
regattas with both men and women
crews. Albert Rogers died January
1, 1929 in Alameda, California.
As expected, for any wooden
craft to last over 130 years, the
John Wieland has required constant
maintenance and some major repairs.
In September 1952 the barge, already
structurally fragile, was swamped in
high waves and nearly lost off Alcatraz
Island. The boat was out of service
for eight years, despite numerous
fund raisers, repairs, and unsuccessful
attempts to relaunch her. That was
also a period of waning interest
in rowing wooden boats in rough
water, and there was more than one
suggestion to just burn the old thing.
However, by August 1960 the John
Wieland was once again delighting
crews with excursions to ballgames at
Candlestick Park, to picnics on Angel
Island, and to the watering holes of
Tiburon and Sausalito.
In 1962 the Dolphin Club
celebrated the 75th Anniversary of
the John Wieland barge by rowing
it to Tiburon with major press and
TV coverage. The honored crew
consisted of old-time oarsmen guided
by coxswain Dr. A. W. Ward, proudly
wearing his 1905 rowing medal.
By 1968 the barge once again required
a restoration which held together until

The John Wieland barge built in 1887 with female crew
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In tumultuous times, John Wieland
needed a safe space for his sons.
1979, when it was taken out of service
until February 1981. Over the years,
well-meaning club members did much
of the work but lacked the knowledge
and necessary skills.
Then in 1984 boatbuilder Jon
Bielinski joined the Dolphin Club
and began to rejuvenate the club’s
neglected fleet of wooden boats. He
also organized and taught many
volunteers in the skills of maintaining
the valuable boats. By the end of
1991 Bielinski had noticed and listed
far too many structural problems
with the John Wieland. The barge
was decommissioned
a complete
Photo DavidforMcGuire
restoration to be refitted from the keel
up. The club’s Board of Governors
approved $43,000 to fund the
project. It would then take six years
of painstaking and detailed effort
by Bielinski and nearly 180 club
volunteers to rebuild the barge to new
condition. As one inspired worker
remarked “We’ll go boldly into the
21st century with a relic from the 19th
century.”
On July 27, 1997, at a large
and joyous celebration, the sleek
and glistening John Wieland once
again slipped into the waters of San
Francisco Bay. And by the way, that
relic is still looking good and pulling
strong already two decades into the
21St century.
For more details about the restoration,
refer to the article by John Kortum,
“A Flagship Relaunched: The John
Wieland rows again, ” in Wooden Boat
Magazine, 155, July/August 2000,
Pages 37-39.

Documentation of the wooden fleet:

From the east wall of the boat shop to the Library of Congress

By Diana Walton and Julia Hechanova

T

boat into stations (perpendicular to
he majority of our historic boats boatbuilders Jon Bielinski and Julia
Hechanova, discussed the importance
the centerline down the length of
were not only built in the Bay
the vessel), waterlines (parallel to the
Area, but were built onsite, and of documenting the Dolphin Club’s
fleet, and what the next steps should
water), butts (parallel to the centerline)
designed for the Club’s specific needs:
and diagonals (angled plane coming
enhanced recreational rowing and ease be. A representative from the Library
of Congress’ Historic American
off the centerline). All views have
of piloting swimmers throughout the
Engineering Record (HAER)
overlapping points that correspond to
San Francisco Bay. Documentation
serendipitously toured the Club with
each other to ensure the boat is fair.
of this unique fleet has been done to
Todd Bloch, of Dolphin and NPS
With Hechanova’s knowledge of the
record history as well as to meet any
historic architecture renown, and
craft as a boat builder, she is able to
potential replacement needs, and the
attended Boat Night just a couple
discern which details and views are
added off-site storage of this vital
weeks later. Sparks flew and the
necessary to record.
information was a big plus for our
Dolphin Club was invited to submit
The two boat builders are not alone
insurance!
David McGuire
plans of its fleet so our records could
in this endeavor and have received
ThisPhoto
documentation
story
support from many
starts in 1984, when the
other Club members.
Landucci’s major rebuild
Richard Cooper,
pushed Club boatbuilder
Colin Gift and
Jon Bielinski to take lines
Susanne Friedrich’s
off the boat and create a
photos accompany
full scale lofting*, which
Hechanova’s
now lives on the east wall
delineations to the
of the boat shop. This
Library of Congress;
work documented the
Todd Bloch’s
shape of the hull, ensured
guiding hand has
the boat’s lines were fair
been invaluable;
(continuously smooth),
and Morgan Kulla
and also allowed Bielinski
and Cooper also
to produce molds (cross
contributed to the
sections needed for the
history of each boat.
boat’s repairs). The same
Unique Dolphin
process was needed in
Club boat styles
1986 for the Dolphin
such as the SixClub Doubles (two styles
oared Pleasure Barge
in the form of Farrell and
Wieland, Dolphin
Cronin/Hughes, which
Club Single, and
were both in the boat shop
Detail of part of Julia Hechanova’s drawing of the John Wieland
Dolphin Club
that year), as well as in
Double (Farrell)
1992 for the Wieland (that
have been completed to the HAER
mylar lofting lives in boat shop, and a be held permanently as part of their
repository. House Captain Davis Ja
format and standard. Hechanova also
half model is in the Staib Room).
also joined the discussion in deciding
delineated the Good Luck (see photo
The Northwest School of Wooden
whether submitting at the level of
with joggle stick) for the Library of
Boat Building was commissioned to
detail requested by the Library of
Congress, where it is listed as HAER
build a DC Single, Commodore, over
Congress was of value to the Club.
CA-2341.
the course of the 2015-16 school year.
All agreed it was. Since 2017, with
You can see the work, your fleet
Both the lofting as well as Baggiani
ongoing support—and curiosity--from documented, on the walls of the
(one of the original “Three Sisters”,
Main Boat House, in our archives
built in 1948) needed to make the trip the Club Board, the Boat Committee
and interested members, Hechanova
in the Wooden Boat Catalogue, or
up to Port Hadlock, WA. While the
has been documenting the Club’s
through the Library of Congress
lofting allowed the hull form to be
fleet, using Bielinski’s loftings as her
website (currently just the Good Luck
reproduced, construction details (i.e.
starting point, through scaled lines
is posted, others in queue due to
oarlock location, scantlings, material,
COVID work delays.)
fastening schedule) were not recorded, and construction detail drawings, as
shown here in the Wieland illustration.
so the physical boat was needed in
How does Hechanova do it? Four
order to complete the build.
*Lofting: An accurate 2-dimensional
Following their experience working views (plan, profile, body, diagonals)
are used to form one whole. For the
rendering of a 3-dimenrionnal object,
on the Commodore, in August
lines drawings, a grid divides the
especially a boat or plane.
2017 Boat Captain Jay Dean, and
S P R I N G 2 0 21 9

Drawings by Julia Hechanova of the Club’s wooden boat fleet were recently sent to the Library of Congress to be archived as part
of the Historic American Engineering Record.

When drawing curved lines in boatbuilding, flexible strips, or splines, are held in place by weighted pointers or “ ducks” shown here.
10 D O L P H I N L O G

The indented piece of wood in the center is a “ joggle stick” used to measure and duplicate
curved lines such as those, here, on the Good Luck
S P R I N G 2 0 21 11

Polar Bear & Penguin Swim 2020-2021

photo Colin Gift

Italic indicates an Old Goat
Bold indicates a virgin PB
Bold Italic indicates a virgin Old
Goat
12 DOLPH I N LOG

Polar Bear Stats
by Andrew Cassidy and
Kathleen Sheridan
Penguin Stats
by Mag Donaldson

Haunts of the Black Masseur – The Swimmer as Hero
by Charles Sprawson (Pantheon Books, 1992) $20.00

C

harles Sprawson was a life-long
swimmer who, at one point
in his life, spent four years
teaching “Classical Culture” at an
Arab university in Riyadh. A quick
check reveals Riyadh to be significantly
land-locked, without a single body
of water near it. During that time,
Sprawson says, he began reading and
making notes for hours,daily, picking
all sorts of arcana from literature that
related to water. “The heat, the parched
atmosphere and the non-existence of
pools made me acutely sensitive to the
slightest trace of water, any passing
reference to swimming. …In the
strange, unnatural climate in which
I existed all such details struck me as
extraordinarily significant. … Novels
and poetry seemed to revolve around
water and swimming, in a way that
was quite out of proportion to the
authors’ intentions.” Our good fortune
is how he used his voluminous notes to
assemble Haunts of the Black Masseur:
The Swimmer as Hero.
In 1987 he responded to a request
from a friend at the London Magazine
with an article on swimming and
literature. The essay led to this book,
published in 1992, which appears to be
the progenitor of swimming memoirs
as a publishing genre, including Roger
Deakins’ Waterlog and Bonnie Tsui’s
wonderful Why We Swim.
Sprawson focuses on “The peculiar
psychology of the swimmer and his
‘feel for the water.’” His method
is digressive, associative, with one

anecdote leading almost seamlessly
to the next. The initial chapter is
devoted to a quick history of English
swimming and swimmers starting
in the late 18th century, “…ever
since George III had set the mood
by swimming off Weymouth to
the accompaniment of a chamber
orchestra…” with references to English
performances in early Olympics, back
to the West Country, and swimming/
water phrases from Jane Austen,
then on to Captain Matthew Webb’s
career as a swimmer after the first
swim across the English Channel,
and ending with his fatal attempt to
swim the whirlpool downstream from
Niagara Falls. Anecdotes of other
swimmers are mentioned along the
way in the charming, amusing manner
of insider gossip, but that fill in his
informal history.
His greatest attention is to wellknown (and lesser known) literary
figures, with the top of the list reserved
for Lord Byron. Little is mentioned
of Byron’s scandals: instead, his
swimming feats are paramount, to the
point where Sprawson shares his own
experience swimming the Hellespont
as a tribute, with his own daughter,
who somehow grabs all the glory from
the natives because she is a young
woman, to Sprawson’s chagrin. He
tries another tribute swim to Byron,
near Lisbon, across the traffic and
garbage-filled Tagus, and is picked up
by the harbor police midway through
for swimming without a permit. Such

is the life of the swimmer.
He does spend time discussing the
American literary figure swimmers,
and includes his experience in New
Orleans at a bath house where
Tennessee Williams set a story,
Desire and the Black Masseur, where
the Black Masseur of the story still
provided massages, and is the only
reason for the perplexing title. And
he does honor to the discussion of the
Olympians he admires, at one point
cataloguing the names of swimmers
who swam in the infamous 1936
Olympics in Berlin, that include
the name of a hero of mine from
childhood, Adolf Kiefer, against whose
sons I swam in high school. While
the largest proportion of his namedropping is of male swimmers and
literary figures, he does pay homage
to some of the great women swimmers
as well, such as Annette Kellerman,
Gertrude Ederle, and Esther Williams.
The sum of the book is the erudite,
literate and gossipy way that he treats
his subjects, so that one finishes
enlightened, amused, informed, and
a little bit horrified and disgusted
at times. A full plate of tales of
swimmers and swimming.
Alas, Sprawson never wrote another
book for publication, though he is
reputed to have been working on one
about Martin Strel, the river swimmer,
before he died, in January, 2020.
Review by Andrew Cassidy

Waterlog: A Swimmer’s Journey through Britain.
By Roger Deakin (Vintage Press, 2000) $15.00

W

hen Kenneth Grahame
wrote Wind in the Willows
in 1908, few people would
consider immersing themselves in
Britain’s inland waters. That was the
reserve of vole, rat, and toad.
Things hadn’t improved much
40 years later when I first started
tentatively putting my toes in
the water. The plethora of ponds, canals
and streams were a playground for
wildlife, not people. Things only began
to improve after the Great Smog of
1952, which alerted the country
to the perils of pollution, and again
when the UK tried to join the EU
and was politely told they would need

to improve their wastewater plants
if they were to be allowed in. Very
embarrassing. Today, everything has
changed and there are few possible
swimming holes that you would turn
up your nose at.
And so humans have begun
venturing into canals and quarry pits
and any other patch of water.Waterlog
follows the journey of author Roger
Deakin as he explores new swimming
experiences. The tale begins in the
Scilly Isles off the coast of Cornwall
and well into the Gulfstream where
the water is warmest. Then to familiar
places in the Home Counties and East
Anglia where he grew up and went to

school. He emerges, like Mole, in some
new corner of the countryside, and
then transforms to Mr. Toad and heads
for happiness in the closest waterhole.
In the tradition of Grahame, he is
always conscious of his companion
wildlife, though his focus is more on
the ever-intruding flora, of which he is
a connoisseur, that has also benefited
greatly from the cleaner environment.

Review by Keith Howell
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Why We Swim
By Bonnie Tsui (Algonquin Books, 2020) $26.95

A

lthough the structure of the
human body is the legacy of
fish and reptiles, this does not
make us instinctive swimmers. If
we live in a water-surrounded area,
as does Guðlaugur Friðþórsson
of Iceland, swimming could be
necessary for survival, as when his
fishing boat sank in 1984, and he
needed to swim miles in icy water.
He is now an emblem of character in
a country where swim instruction
is mandatory in its schools.
Of course, Benjamin Franklin
is one of our national heroes,
but not for swimming naked in
the Delaware and the Thames.
Rather, Tsui, a member of the
Dolphin Club, focuses on our
own Kim Chambers, who turned
to swimming as a way of dealing
with a serious leg injury, in other
words to secure her own well-being.
Needless to say, Kim went way
beyond that.
To illustrate how swimming
may be the means to create
community, Tsui turns to Joseph
“Jay” Taylor, who, when a cultural
attaché to our embassy in Iraq, began
gathering locals into the Baghdad
palace pools, and later Americans
into a more modest pool in the Green
Zone.
Dana Torres was an Olympic
swimmer who retired several times
from the water only to be drawn back
by the pull of competition. Her fifth
Olympics in Beijing in 2008 made
her the first American to compete
in that many games and, at 41, the
oldest Olympic swimmer in history
(24.06 seconds in the 50 meter free!)
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Tsui also looks at Katsuo Takaishi
of Japan, whose team dominated the
1932 Olympics in Los Angeles, and
Midori Ishibiki, a modern master of
the age-old art of samuri swimming.
As her fifth and final category for
answering the title of her book, Tsui
considers the matter of flow. She
quotes Moby Dick – or Ishmael –as
observing that “meditation and water
are wedded forever.” Ishmael makes

Author Bonnie Tsui with Kim
Chambers at the Dolphin Club
this observation early in the book,
before he undergoes the trials of
whaling. Later on he says, “consider
them both, the sea and the land. . .
. this appalling ocean surrounds the
verdant land. . . . Push not off from
that isle, thou canst never return.”
Hardly an invitation to swimming.
Tsui looks at Lord Byron, who
famously swam the Hellespont, and
concludes that this swim unclogged
his creative talent.
Tsui swam the width of Lake

George with her husband on their
honeymoon, one personal incident of
many from her own swimming life
that she draws upon. She led me to
reflect on my own life in the water
that began in a stream that wandered,
along with our cow, through the
meadow of my boyhood. I thought
I had learned to swim, self-taught,
until my father joined a swim club
and took me to the pool – where I
learned I could not. I took lessons.
In college, I was an average
swimmer in a below-average
league. But it was great fun, back
in the time when you only had to
practice once a day.
Entering graduate school,
taking on undergraduate teaching
and publishing, raising a family,
playing tennis and running, I
gave up swimming for thirty
years. Then I plunged into
Masters competition (boring) and
discovered the Dolphin Club;
the buoyancy of the sea was a
respite for these tired old legs. So
Bonnie Tsui and I are mates, but I
had a different experience with Lake
George. Arising early one morning
and out walking, I saw a sign that
read “To the Beach.” I saw this as my
chance for the Lake, shed my clothes
and jumped in. Fifteen minutes
later, I noticed the scenery changing
and realized I must be on my way to
Manhattan – it was the Hudson, not
Lake George. Not my first or last
mistake in the water.
Review by Joe Illick

In Memoriam
Rudolph “Rudy” DeMay
1930 - 2021
Rudolph “Rudy” DeMay, age 90, of
Greenbrae, passed away on January
28, 2021. He will be remembered
as a kind, caring, generous, positive
and fun-loving father, grandfather,
great grandfather, uncle and friend.
He always had time for other people
enjoying conversation, learning and
sharing ideas, lending a helping hand
and fixing anything that needed to be
fixed.
Rudy was born on May 14,1930 to
Dutch immigrant parents, growing
up near the beach. Almost every day,
he and his friends would go to Ocean
Beach. Their favorite game was trying
to hang on, fully dressed, to a huge
beach pipeline. Whoever could hang
on the longest, without being knocked
off by a wave, would win the game. He
also spent his childhood with friends,
swimming in the Sutro baths, ice
skating at the Cliff House, fishing at
Lake Merced and navigating the sand
dunes on his bike while delivering
the SF Call-Bulletin. At 17, Rudy
served in the Naval Reserves, sailing
on the submarine, the Blueback,
and at 21, he was drafted into the
United States Army and served in
Korea. In 1953, he was hired as an
electrician for the City and County
of San Francisco and retired as Chief

Rudy DeMay finishes a Golden Gate swim
Electrical Inspector in 1990. After
his retirement, he was hired by EPC
Consultants and, for the next 15 years,
he worked on many projects including
SFO International Airport and the
Ocean Pollution Water Plant.
Rudy often went to the spot
where the Russian River met the
ocean to dive for abalone with his
friends. There he met the love of his
life, San Francisco native Genevieve
“Gigi” DeMay, and they enjoyed 60
wonderful years together, raising two
children, Nick and Diane.

Rudy was a lifetime member of the
San Francisco Dolphin Swimming
and Boating Club. He often swam in
the waters of the San Francisco Bay
competing in many races including
the Golden Gate Swim and the
Alcatraz swims. A celebration of his
life is planned for when we can all
safely gather together again. In lieu
of flowers, donations may be made to
The Nature Conservancy at
Nature.org or a charity of your
choice.

Dave Hinton
1932-2020
Life Member David A. Hinton passed
away on January 8, 2020, at age 88.
A native of England, Dave joined
the Dolphin Club in July 1957. He
swam the Golden Gate and other
club races but soon became a serious
rower and dedicated pilot. He used to
row to the Golden Gate Bridge often
and go fishing. He never came back
empty-handed. He is also credited
with generating interest at the club
in cycling. Dave served as Recording
Secretary from 1973 to 1981. He was
also Financial Secretary and Rowing
Commissioner for several years, as
well as editor of the Dolphin Log
from 1968 through 1971. For about
the past thirty years, Dave was a
resident of Florida.

Dave Hinton, one time editor of the Dolphin Log and enthusiastic pilot helped
revitalize cycling at the Club.
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Ross Browne
1960-2020

Ross Browne, always a cheerful face
around the club

In Memoriam
ultimately San Francisco. He
was involved in the opening of
several Northern California
restaurants, including as
opening head chef at Absinthe
in the City.
Given his exceptional skills
as a chef, he was encouraged
by many to assume a more
prominent and public
identity as a chef. He was
cooking during a big wave
of celebrity chefs entering
into the food and fine
dining spotlight. Ross never
shirked the intensity and
hard work required in these
kitchens, but entering into the
limelight was anathema to his
introverted, shy and humble
personality.
Our paths crossed when
Ross was a pool swimmer.
Encouraged by Anita
Holmquist, a fellow Dolphin,
Ross tried swimming in the
bay. It was a perfect fit. We
began swimming together
and quickly shared that
spending time in the big
wild water was an essential
piece of our physical and
mental health. The water, the

nature, the mystery, the renewal.
These were words Ross and I shared
with each other regularly. No matter
how difficult or challenging things
seemed when we entered the water,
we acknowledged it was always
better after a swim, even a short
swim.
Having a chef at your table could
be intimidating and Ross was a
regular at our table. He was never
critical and recognized the true
value of the table is sharing a meal
together: relishing the food, the
conversation, the family. Of course
having a pro close at hand never
hurt when it came to rescuing the
Thanksgiving meal from a frozenin-the-middle turkey. Or being
presented with a fantastic dish to
add to the table. He was always
generous, sharing little tricks of the
trade over a glass of wine.
Ross left the high pressure world
of head chef restaurant work and
pursued a variety of other cheffing
options. The root of his chef identity
was a strong desire to nurture. He
was passionate about the quality of
food we eat being connected to our
sense of well being and our health.
He also loved working in his garden
and always incorporated things from

M

y friend Ross Marsden
Browne was born in New
Zealand in 1960. An only
child, he described himself as a
rough and tumble kid, most happy
outdoors and close to the ocean. His
early athletic endeavors included
gymnastics, rugby, surfing and
of course swimming. He was an
average student, preferring athletic
pursuits and being active. Later in
his life he became an avid reader and
cultivated an appreciation for the
arts, enjoying opera, theatre and a
wide range of music.
Ross’s introduction to the
culinary world began as a dishwasher
in the kitchen. This led to cooking
school and ultimately his career as a
chef. As Ross grew into adulthood
New Zealand lacked the broader life
options and experiences Ross sought.
He perfected and refined his cooking
skills in New York and France,
finally landing in California and
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Rahim Muhammed (right), who Browne rescued from drowning, became a
regular at Boat Night.

Browne with Zovickian boys Ben and Noah

attentive kindness.
Swimming in the open water
was an extension of a breathing
and meditation practice Ross
engaged in for many years. Lest
you think that our swimming
was all about the higher
spiritual value, remember there
was a fierce competitor within
that gentle soul. His eyes
would narrow and his jaw set
stronger as we raced each other
at the end of our swims, finding
ourselves floating on our backs
gasping for air at the mark.
Nothing pleased Ross more
than exiting a Club swim ahead
of me and Steve Schatz. The
Dolphin Club was a place of
peace and renewal for Ross.
Ross knew that with the
demanding job as a head chef
and structure of his life as a gay
man he did not want children.
After lots of conversations it
was apparent the nurturing

with a fork and used his fingers. He
routinely made fun of my mid-western
American English, especially with the
phrase “park the car”.
It is impossible to convey how
thoughtful and attentive Ross was.
He would know a wine or a cheese
I would like or the New Zealand
wool slippers to keep my feet warm.
He loved to surprise my boys with
a favorite candy,“pineapple lumps”,
which he had shipped in from New
Zealand. He loved chocolate cake. I
will miss all of those kindnesses and
the opportunity to shower him with
affection.
In the last few years Ross has
been impressed with the progressive
direction of New Zealand and
disheartened by his adopted country.
He was considering options for how
to make a life work in both countries
during retirement. We had lots of
plans for retirement including both
California and New Zealand.
As for many, COVID and the

his garden into food he made, either as
an ingredient or a garnish.
Ross was handsome and rugged
and underneath he was tender and
nurturing. His good works and
desire to make the world a better
place avoided the spotlight and
took the form of being thoughtful
and compassionate in his everyday
life. His employees, coworkers and
especially loved ones and friends
have all been the beneficiaries of his

Browne (center) before Pt Bonita swim

Browne with his regular swimming partner,
author Laura Zovickian

part of who he was in fact would
have enjoyed parenting. We
welcomed Ross into our family
and he was able to express that
part of himself with Noah and
Ben. He was invaluable to me
with his insight into the world
of being a “boy”. He helped me
understand all 3 of my boys.
Ross was playful and had
a quiet dry wit. He hated to
wear shoes and always preferred
flip flops. We joked it was
because of his hobbit feet and
love of second breakfast, many
of which we shared after a
swim. He hated to eat salad

pandemic created a profound change
to our life together and to Ross’s daily
life. I believe the isolation played a
significant role in Ross’s choice to end
his life.
Ross touched many people with
his easy going kind nature. Besides all
of the friendships at the Dolphin club
there are numerous work colleagues
who loved Ross. He is survived by his
mother and a small extended family
in New Zealand. He remained close
to his former partner Willem (Albert)
and of course his SF family the
Zovickians. We will all miss him.
Laura Burtch
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W

e all have our stories to
tell about how we spent
our time during the Era
of the Pandemic. But it would
be hard to imagine any group of
Dolphins making more important
contributions to society than our
community of health care workers.
It is only appropriate that I devote
the President’s Report to saluting
one of our club heroes for his work
on a clinical trial for very sick
COVID patients. Many of us know
him as Mike, an avid swimmer and
friend to all. Dr. Michael Matthay
is a critical care specialist who
serves as UCSF’s associate director
of critical care medicine. He
generously took the time out from
his busy schedule to answer my
wide range of questions below.
Ward Bushee: Could you explain
the ground-breaking stromal cell
project that you have been working
on at UCSF Medical Center?
Dr. Michael Matthay: Our
multicenter, double blind and
randomized clinical trial is testing
whether mesenchymal stromal cells
from the bone marrow can reduce
the magnitude of lung injury and
respiratory failure from severe
pneumonia. Since the trial began in
January 2020, the vast majority of the
enrolled patients have had COVID-19
induced severe pneumonia. Our
pre-clinical studies with several types
of lung injury from various kinds of
pneumonia have indicated that these
cells can benefit the lung by reducing
injury and enhancing recovery,
although none of our pre-clinical
studies were done with the SARSCoV2 virus. The cells are harvested
from young men or women donors
and frozen, and then then thawed and
given to recipients in the intensive
care unit who are very ill with the
need for mechanical ventilation.
There have been no safety issues. The
trial is being done at several medical
centers including UCSF Parnassus,
Zuckerberg San Francisco General
Hospital, and UC Davis Medical
Center. We have enrolled 65 of the
planned 120 patents. The trial may be
completed in late 2021 or early 2022.
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Dr Michael Matthay in his office at UCSF
WB: Medical research and clinical
trials in normal times move at a fairly
deliberate pace. But the COVID crisis
required another gear. How were you
so able to move so rapidly with your
project?
MM: We have an outstanding team
of coordinators, trial managers, nurses
and physicians at our university
hospitals, along with a well-established
infrastructure to rapidly obtain FDA
and human subjects approval for
the trial. All the trials are done with
consent of the patient or a family
member. We have been conducting
trials for this kind of severe respiratory
failure for 25 years at UCSF, so we
were poised and ready to go when this
terrible pandemic started in February,
2020. Everyone has been working
eight days week to do the trials
and related research to understand
mechanisms of COVID-19 injury and
to test new therapies. It is inspiring to
see how well the scientific and medical
community around the world has
pulled together to fight this epidemic.
I have a special high regard for the
work of the nurses.
WB: Can you make any predictions
about how your project will continue
to evolve and have a lasting impact on
critical care in the post-COVID world?

MM: It is hard to predict but we
already have achieved favorable
results from some of our clinical trials
sponsored by the NIH that UCSF,
Stanford, and many other university
centers in the US have conducted.
For example, we have recently learned
that one type of anticoagulation in
hospitalized COVID-19 patients
results in more rapid recovery and
higher survival. In the UK, there
has been success with evidence that
some anti-inflammatory regimens
can improve clinical outcomes in
their randomized trials. The cellbased therapy that we are testing is
a relatively small trial that could be
advanced to a future larger trial (more
patients) if there were favorable results.
But whatever the outcome, we learn so
much from both negative and positive
clinical trials, making sure of course
that safety is the first priority always.
WB: As the world begins to reopen how
would you as a medical professional
predict everyday life will look like for
people over the next few years? Will
the masks go away along with social
distancing in 2021?
MM: Well, so hard to predict but with
the availability of effective vaccines,
maybe some return to more normal
life will be possible later in 2021. But
as Dr. Fauci has said, wearing masks
will be recommended for months to
come as well as social distancing. Also,
we cannot yet predict whether new
variants of COVID-19 will complicate
the course of this pandemic in
the US or other countries. So, I
recommend being patient, wearing
masks, observing social distancing,
and getting vaccinated, and then
following the recommendations of
Dr. Fauci and the Center for Disease
Control. Avoid most talk shows and
political-motivated recommendations.
Rely only on evidence-based
recommendations. We are very
fortunate to have the vaccines and to
know how effective masks and social
distancing are against COVID-19.
Such public health measures were not
so widely endorsed in prior influenza
epidemics, and, of course, there were
no vaccines to prevent the terrible
influenza epidemic of 1918-1922.
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WB: As Dolphins, when do you think
we will be able to go back to the indoor
locker rooms, saunas, hot showers, boat
nights and Friday Club Mixers? Any
advice for Dolphins as they return to
indoor life at the club?
MM: Dolphins should be very careful.
We are not ready for indoor life at the
club yet. Let’s reassess this possibility
as the year progresses.

students at the University of
Pennsylvania and shared a cadaver in
our gross anatomy class.
WB: Can you explain how you came
to treat legendary Dolphin Commodore
Lou Marcelli with his health problems
and final battle with cancer?

MM: Lou was an inspiration to me
and very generous in my first year
in the club in 2010-11, when I made
WB: I know you have been bleacher
Polar Bear with 42 miles, swimming
swimming during the shutdown. How
the last mile with my son Brian in
have you been able to warm up after
a big storm. Lou convinced Dave
your 20-minute swims and get back to
Zovickian to give me a permanent
work? Can you keep pace in the water
locker. Lou and I had a natural
affinity and friendship.
Subsequently, Lou
became ill with
bleeding from a
stomach ulcer and
I helped get him
admitted to UCSF,
where he had successful
treatment. About
two years later,
however, he developed
advanced lung
cancer that initially
responded to some
mild chemotherapy
at UCSF, but then he
gradually declined. I
helped build a bridge
between Lou and his
Michael and his wife Dr. Kate Matthay, both
UCSF oncologist for
enthusiastic Dolphins
his treatment. Cynthia
Coppi (Lou’s long-time
girlfriend) and Dave,
with your wife, Dr. Kate Matthay, chief
and others, in addition to myself were
of Pediatric Hematology-Oncology at
helpful in keeping him comfortable
UCSF Benioff Medical Center?
at the club and then ultimately in a
hospice center before he passed away.
MM: Well as of this writing, Kate has
The service at the DC for spreading
swum 26 miles and I have swum 25
Lou’s ashes into the Cove was very
miles, swimming four-to-five times a
beautiful.
week at Aquatic Park, so we have made
Polar Bear for this pandemic year.
WB: I know you grew up in the Los
On weekends, we swim in Tomales
Angeles area, so how did you become
Bay near our home in Pt Reyes where
such a die-hard Boston Red Sox fan?
from Dec. 21 to mid-January the water
was mostly 46-49°F, with some days
MM: I became a life-long Red Sox
50-52°F. We did install a sauna last
fan while I was an undergraduate at
summer in our home, so that has been Harvard during the Impossible Dream
a wonderful way to warm up after the
Season of 1967. I was in the bleachers
10-minute drive back to the house.
for the last two games when Carl
Yastrzemski and the Red Sox beat the
WB: Where did you and Kate meet?
100-to-1 odds and won the pennant
over the Twins. I ran onto the field
MM: We met as first year medical
after the pennant clinching win. Kate

While studying at Harvard, Mike
became a lifelong Red Sox fan—a
zeal he passed on to his sons Brian
and Zachary
and I went to Yaz’s retirement game
on Oct. 2, 1983. My three children
went to college in Boston and are diehard Red Sox fans who love baseball.
My daughter, Sarah, was at the 1989
Giants-A’s World Series in Oakland
when the Loma Prieta earthquake hit.
I have gone seven times to Florida Red
Sox fantasy baseball camps playing for
a week with pros and coaches. We had
a Dream Come True in January 2020
when my sons Brian and Zachary and
I played together at Red Sox Camp.
Brian and I were on the 2012 camp
championship team (Zachary was
too young to qualify). But last year,
Zachary won the camp batting title
and joined his brother Brian on the
All-Star team.

Ward Bushee is the club’s new president.
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100-Mile Swim Begins
Sat 5:00 pm
*Doc Howard Over 45
Sat 5:30 pm
*Under 30 & 30-45
Sat 10:30 am *Pride Swim
Baykeeper Relay
Sat TBD
Trans Tahoe
Sat 7:30 am
*John Nogue Swim for Science Pier 15
Sat 9:30 am
*Coghlan Beach (fun swim)
*Santa Cruz Pier Swim
Sat 8:30 am *Bay Bridge
Sun 8:00 am *Fort Point
Sun 9:00 am
Dolphin/South End Triathlon
Sun TBD
Swim Across America
Sun 9:30 am
Escape from Alcatraz Triathlon
Sun 8:15 am
*Alcatraz
Sat 9:15 am
*Joe Bruno Golden Gate
Sun 9:45 am
*Joe Bruno Golden Gate
Angel Island Regatta
Sun 11:00 pm
100-Mile Swim Ends
Sat TBD
Pilot Appreciation Dinner
Thur 9:00 am
Thanksgiving Day Cove
Sat 10:00 am
New Year’s Day Qualifier
& HolidayBrunch
Tue 5:00 am
Polar Bear Swim Begins

ROWING TRAINING
These Saturdays at 9:00 am

January 23
February 20
March 20
April 24
May 22
June 19
July 24
August 21
September 18
October 23
November 20
December 18

Intro to bay swimming usually
offered on the Saturday or
Sunday following the monthly
Board Meetings, check website
www.dolphinclub.org

Alcatraz Island
1.4 miles

All times are approximate & subject to change.
TBD means “to be determined”.
Fort Point
3.5 miles

Yacht Habor
1.5 miles
Crissy Field
2.5 miles

Gashouse Cove
1 mile

SWIM PROGRAM RULES
1. Club scheduled swims are
restricted to club members, who are
current on their dues and fees and in
good standing.
2. Swimmers must have current USMS
membership, or USA Swimming
membership, as appropriate and
abide by each organization’s rules and
requirements.
3. Swimmers are required to wear
orange caps on all scheduled swims.
4. Swimmers cannot use swim aids
including fins and wet suits, on any timed
scheduled swims.
5. New members are not eligible to
swim in scheduled out-of-cove swims
for either 6-months from the start of
their membership, or before successfully
completing the 100-mile swim, the Polar
Bear swim, or the Accelerated Out-ofCove process.
6. All out-of-cove swims require a
pilot:swimmer ratio of 1:3.
7. Time limits may be imposed at the
discretion of the Swim Commissioner(s).
8. All Club boats are reserved for
scheduled swims. Co-pilots are
encouraged. Riders are prohibited.
9. Swimmers must register during checkin and attend the swim briefing in order
to swim.
10. To swim Golden Gate or Alcatraz,
members must successfully complete at
least three qualifying swims and help on
at least three swims.
11. Out-of-town members must have
successfully completed two of the last
three club scheduled Alcatraz and/or
Golden Gate swims or meet Rule 10
above.
(Nothing in the above rules shall
contravene any applicable Federal laws
and statutes.)
Pier 411/2
1.2 miles

Pier 43
1 mile
Aquatic Park Cove

